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We affirm:  But the lesson I have 

thoroughly learnt, and wish to pass 
on to others, is to know the enduring 
happiness that the love of a garden 
gives.  I rejoice when I see any one, 
and especially children, inquiring 
about flowers, and wanting gardens 
of their own, and carefully working in 
them.  For the love of gardening is a 
seed that once sown never dies, but 
always grows and grows to an 
enduring and ever-increasing source 
of happiness.        –Gertrude Jekyll 

News and Views:      
 When spring weather turns cool and 

rainy just when you wanted heat and 

sunshine, here’s what two experienced 

farmers said about the matter.  Cool, 

rainy weather keeps the grass growing 

longer without bolting to seed, giving 

you a larger crop.   

 Cloudy, cool weather is also great for 

doing any late transplanting in your 

gardens, but pretty hard on beans planted 

outside—or any other heat-lovers.  Frost 

is something else again.   

 In the last edition, I showed photos of a 

bunch of different cheap cloches (plant 

covers).  Maybe you have photos of how 

you protect plants from frost or keep the 

soil warm for heat-loving plants.  If you 

send them, we’ll print them.  

 Are your animals bored?   
It seems to me that the Achilles' Hell 

of planned rotational grazing is that animals 

are usually kept in these beautiful, rich, lush 

pastures, with nary a bush or tree to nibble 

on, no little gravel bed to scarf up with their 

horns (or heads), nothing to do but eat, 

sleep, and chew cud.  And then either be 

milked or eventually shipped to the 

abattoir.  When I watch cattle with access to 

"bush" I see them spend some lax hours 

wandering around, smelling this, tasting 

that, rubbing here and there.  It doesn't 

happen in my 13 paddocks:  all forage.  I 

think I will be changing that.   

By the way, my cows like to chew 

bones; one of my neighbours says this may 

be a way to get minerals or just "something 

to do" and he has seen them roll a rock in 

their mouths, too.  And this in spite of us 

having the best local mineral mix and salt 

always available 

Long ago one of the biggest dairy 

farmers in the Fraser Valley told me how 

frustrated he was because in the tires rut of a 

lane water would collect and then the cows 

always wanted to drink that water and later 

lick the mud, instead of getting his pure 

water and perfect minerals in the barn.   

What if they just wanted a change of 

taste?  Too much ice cream makes me want 

broccoli sometimes, too.  And after having 

organic vegetables, non-GMO canola, bread 

made from spelt, free-range eggs, and 

pastured pork, sometimes I like to nibble on 

a Kit-Kat or even an indigestible Dorito.   

Or maybe that particular mud meets 

a mineral need that “dumb animals” can 

sense somehow.  Mountain goats and sheep 
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sometimes travel long distances through 

many dangers to lower lands in order to get 

to the perfect mineral lick which they have 

turned into a sort of cave by generations of 

licking!   

 I’m quite sure that most of the 

readers of this publication have heard of 

hanging a cabbage or turnip in the chicken 

coop during the worst of the winter so 

chickens have something to peck besides 

each other.  Maybe you have a story about 

your pig toys to share.  When one realizes 

how smart pigs are, then keeping them from 

exercising some of those smarts and their 

natural curiosity is not the best care.  

 Harriet Hall (Dancing Bee Farm) 

sent us these comments:  1. As you know 

pigs will do terrible things to their 

companions if they are bored and a radio 

and some balls in the barn as well as pasture 

time especially in a “forest” help 

significantly.   2.  Our sheep likewise will 

occasionally drink from a tire rut seeming to 

savour the muddy soup. 

 

 

 

 

*****

 

Top-seeding pastures to thicken the stand.   
In Just Farmers, we’ve quoted various experts about frost seeding legumes into thin 

hayfields.  Today, I’d like to share some photos and a few thoughts about how top-seed may be 

done at virtually any time of year to keep a desirable percentage of legumes in your pastures and 

hay fields and to thicken thin parts of the field.  Photo below:  This orchard grass is regrowing 

fast after it’s first grazing, but there is plenty space for legumes to colonize and thicken the stand.  

How to do the top-seeding is explained at the end of the photo essay.   It’s not the only way, but 

I have had success.   
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Above:  Some old grass (which I don’t 

mind) and bare ground with seedlings 

growing in the bare spot.   

 

 

Right:  A stand of orchard grass thickened 

with red clover.  Some alfalfa showing.  
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Above:  Dandelions, orchard grass, red 

clover, alfalfa.  This has been grazed twice 

by May 31.  Plenty residual was left each 

time.  

 

 

 

Below:  This lane is a candidate for some 

top-seeded sweet clover when we are sure it 

won’t be used for sixty days or more.  The 

sweet clover (a biennial has a good root 

system for the packed soil).   

 

Next page:  You’ll have to flip the page to 

see unless you’re eyes are arranged 

vertically.  

The record shows that this was seeded to 

Pickseed 2065MF and PS 3006 alfalfa, 

Okay orchardgrass and Richmond timothy.  

No red clover in the original seeding.   This 

part of the field is for hay or haylage.  Last 

year’s second cut was about 15.5% crude 

protein.  
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Below:  You can see one of poorer spots of a very good field.  No much alfalfa and not very 

thick grass, but the clover is coming on and will have to fix nitrogen to earn its keep.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top-seeding (how, when, what I do/did). 

1. I use a little hand-seeder made by EarthWay.   

2. If you have a quad with a spreader attachment, that would be good for 

larger pieces of land.  

3. I walk the fields (or you could drive slowly) and spread red clover, bird’sfoot trefoil 

and/or sweet clover wherever there are bare spots showing, either between bunch grasses 

like orchard or alfalfa crowns.   There will be no standard setting because you aren’t 

doing a whole field. 

4. Frost seeding the early spring with alternating freezing nights and warm days is ideal but 

I’ve found that just about any time works.  Just before grazing (let the cattle trample the 

seed to get good seed-to-soil contact is fine.  Just after grazing is fine, too:  let the seed 

fall on sloppy cow manure.  (This is not mentioned in the Parable of the Sower, but it 

works well; manure as a nursery!) 
5. I’ve used common red clover, Freedom red clover, common double-cut red clover, and 

Berseem clover.  The last is an annual that didn’t work as spring-sown but seemed to 

germinate the next year.  For sweet clover I use Norgold because it doesn’t have 

coumarins.  I used Bruce bird’s foot trefoil.  I had a tiny amount of an experimental 

alfalfa from Alberta which was the only alfalfa I ever had that worked when top-seeded.   

I didn’t write down the name of the variety.    

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.gardentiller-reviews.com/sale-earthway-2750-hand-operated-bag-spreaderseeder&psig=AOvVaw1YXGo3Lh_R66efdn71YrW8&ust=1591127336528000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJiq06-x4ekCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAU
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Greenhouses:  

 

“Dutch expertise 

under glass is 

well known. 

Nowhere else in 

the world are 

plants cultivated 

on such a large 

scale, and with 

such a relatively 

low impact on 

the environ-

ment.  In one 

region, West-

land, which 

accounts for 

nearly half of the 

Netherlands’ 

horticultural 

production, a staggering 80% of cultivated land is under greenhouse glass, with some greenhouse 

complexes covering 175 acres.”  Source:  http://vegansustainability.com/dutch-horticulture-

industry-leads-the-world/  

 

 
See next page for several comments.   

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2017/09/holland-agriculture-sustainable-farming/
http://vegansustainability.com/dutch-horticulture-industry-leads-the-world/
http://vegansustainability.com/dutch-horticulture-industry-leads-the-world/
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Comments about Dutch greenhouse photos and text: 

 “This is an area called Westland and as you can see its wall to wall greenhouses; you name it 

they grow it year around.   

I was in Holland a couple of years ago and close to where I was staying they had a 

problem in one greenhouse with the strawberries so they needed to spray one type of 

chemical or another to solve the problem; it so happens that across the road there was another 

greenhouse full of orchids.  Well, two days later “no more” as the residual spray from the 

other greenhouse drifted in  the air and got sucked into the air system of the orchid place and 

killed them all.        

So much for intensive agriculture.”      (Paul Zeegers, gardener, farmer, Quesnel) 

 Re:  “Nowhere else in the world are plants cultivated on such a large scale, and with such a 

relatively low impact on the environment.”   First, see Paul’s comment on an “accident” 

involving air intake systems, noxious spray ‘drift’, etc.    Second, think about this:  

“relatively low impact on the environment.”  What environment?  Where is the earth?  What 

is being pumped into the air through exhausts?  Where are the ponds, fields, hedges, birds, 

animals, wildflowers?   I once saw a student project called, “The Earth:  Our Home.”  I don’t 

think this is what it had in mind.   cg 

 What a local Delta (British Columbia) farmer told me was “the best farm in Delta” is now all 

greenhouses.  Try restoring that.  

 “The Dutch greenhouse vegetable sector is driven by export, because 80 per cent of the 

production is sold abroad.”     This information may be found in many places.  Compare it to 

the website:  http://vegansustainability.com/dutch-horticulture-industry-leads-the-world/  

How does export = sustainability?    

 Does the recent report/plan for B.C.’s food security envision high-tech development along 

the Dutch model?   What is to prevent greenhouse operations from establishing themselves 

on prime farmland, paving the soil in most cases with concrete?   

 Meanwhile. . .  here are two photos of greens produced by Paul Zeegers for the local Quesnel 

area.  They were grown in a green on a farm that also raises cattle, hogs, chickens (meat birds 

and layers), and turkeys.  One of the barns was constructed of timber grown on the site.  I’ve 

been there.  Sustainable?  Yes.   Contribute to Quesnel’s food security?  Yes. 

 ♫“They pave paradise; put up another greenhouse.”♫  Apologies to Joni Mitchell. 

 

 

 
 

http://vegansustainability.com/dutch-horticulture-industry-leads-the-world/
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 We are being told to eat local and seasonal food, either because other crops have been 

tranported over long distances, or because they are grown in energy-intensive greenhouses. 

But it wasn't always like that. From the sixteenth to the twentieth century, urban farmers 

grew Mediterranean fruits and vegetables as far north as England and the Netherlands, using 

only renewable energy. 

These crops were grown surrounded by massive "fruit walls", which stored the heat from 

the sun and released it at night, creating a microclimate that could increase the temperature 

by more than 10°C (18°F). Later, greenhouses built against the fruit walls further improved 

yields from solar energy alone. 

It was only at the very end of the nineteenth century that the greenhouse turned into a 

fully glazed and artificially heated building where heat is lost almost instantaneously -- the 

complete opposite of the technology it evolved from.”    Source:  

https://www.lowtechmagazine.com/2015/12/fruit-walls-urban-farming.html    

 Here are some of the comments sent in response to the article (above). 

 
 -“ In the Austrian Alps we use south and southeast facing cliffs (old quarries are ideal) and small 

ponds to create warm micro-climates for tender fruits like peaches, apricots, almonds, and grapes.” 

-“I wonder what accommodation for bees was made in this type of horticulture.” 

-You know this article reminds me of the walled country house kitchen gardens in the UK where 

vegetables were grown in the middle and fruit not only in the middle but as shown here against the 

walls. 

-“The idea of the walled gardens, as against hedged or fenced was to keep wild animals and other 

vermin out. Some even had space inside for domestic animals.   These gardens were usually larger 

than the ones shown here which appear to be solely for fruit growing. They also often had 

greenhouses against the walls. 

-“I  have a book by Tim Smit, The Lost Gardens of Heligan, in Cornwall, England and pineapples 

were grown there before the First World War. My great-uncle farmed in Somerset and he had 

wonderful peaches that were harvested from trees on a warm brick wall.” 

 

http://krisdedecker.typepad.com/.a/6a00e0099229e8883301bb08ba6377970d-pi
https://www.lowtechmagazine.com/2015/12/fruit-walls-urban-farming.html

